PRESS RELEASE
MyPostcard launches Stampit - Limited edition stamps with
beloved motifs
Berlin, 23.06.2021 - MyPostcard launches its new service "Stampit "and brings out
a special collection of stamps for even more individuality. Stampit offers exclusive
stamps from famous brands, artists, and organizations, helping to make letters and
postcards even more personal.

The limited edition motifs include, to name just a few, Bibi Blocksberg, Bibi and
Tina, Benjamin Blümchen, The Little Prince, AllOut and Sheepworld, all now
available in the Stampit Store. Users can choose from a total of 17 different stamp
sheets, each consisting of five stamps worth 60 cents and 80 cents respectively in
postage. Simply order a stamp sheet with your favorite designs and use the
self-adhesive stamps for mailing.
All stamps distributed by Stampit are suitable for shipping with Deutsche Post AG
and can be combined with any of their official stamps.

About MyPostcard
The postcard of tomorrow: MyPostcard is Germany’s most successful postcard app,
letting customers send their own photos as real printed postcards. The app is
currently available in ten languages and is home to the world’s largest collection of
postcards for sale with more than 50,000 designs available. With the help of an
international network of printing houses, MyPostcard takes care of printing and
delivering the personalized postcards. Founder and CEO is Oliver Kray, a designer
and serial entrepreneur. The company is headquartered in Berlin with an additional
office in New York and currently employs 30 staff. It is ranked among the top 1000
fastest growing companies in Europe according to the Financial Times, even
achieving place 19 in the ecommerce sector.
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